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A Handy Guide to Collecting and Recording Your Research 

(stolen liberally from a variety of sources) 
	
A research project of this size requires a system for keeping track of and recording all of the wonderfully useful 
information that you find. You will be working on this paper for several months, and you cannot rely on your human brain 
to hold so many facts in your brain. This is why you’re being asked to complete several sets of research notecards. 
 
How Should I Structure the Research Notecards? 
 

1. Format your notecard efficiently and cite sources accurately. Each notecard must contain two things: (1) the 
note (the important information you need) and (2) the citation (an identification of where the note came from). 

a. On the first notecard from the first source that you take notes from, write the number (1) in the top 
right corner of the card (see Example (a)), indicating that the notecard is from your first source. Then 
write all the citation information needed for your Works Cited page (use MLA format. Websites such as 
Noodletools and Easybib can do this for you!). Include page numbers when available, or paragraph 
numbers if applicable. 

b. On each additional notecard that contains information from the same source, repeat only the number 
(1) in the top right corner—don’t repeat the citation information (see Examples (b) and (c)). This will 
save you a ton of time and writing. 

c. On the first notecard from the next new source you use, write the sequential number (2), and so on. 
 

2. Take notes on all important information. Take a lot of notes as you read, writing each one on a separate note 
card. Make only one note on each note card because, before you begin to write the paper, you will need to 
rearrange all the cards in the order that the information on them will be used (this will not be the order you wrote 
the notes in). 

 
Pretend I’m writing a research paper on the following thesis: “It is more realistic to think of new technology as 
‘change’ than to think of it as ‘progress.’” Below are samples of what notecards from my first two sources might look 
like. Notice that Example (c) has a personal note at the bottom about how I might use the information in my paper. 

 
(a) Example of a note in LIST form 
 

1 
Guerrero, George. “The Great War.” Twentieth-Century 
Studies. Vol. 2 Boston: MacMillan, 1998. 91-113. Print. 
 
Chronology of new weapons: 

• Machine gun— 1914 
• Tank, airplane, submarine — 1915 
• Poison gas— 1916                             (92) 

 
 
 

(b) Example of a note in SUMMARY form 
 

1 
Promising new technology that marked the beginning 
of the 20th century actually hurt many people by 
contributing to the length and devastation of World 
War I.  

(109) 
 
 

 
 

(c) Example of a note with a QUOTATION 
 

1 
A problem with new medical technologies: they kept 
“men’s bodies alive, but could not reattach their legs or 
their noses, or return their lungs to working condition, 
and so could do little for their ongoing physicaly or 
emotional health.” (109) 
 
Use this in intro to get attention? 
 

 

(d) Example of a note in PARAPHRASE form 
 

2 
Cohen, Ellis J. Ethics in Science. San Diego: Skidmore, 
2004. Print. 
 
The question of whether it was justified to develop the 
atomic bomb simply because it was technologically 
possible still divides scientists. (17) 
 
 

 

 



 
There’s no need to document: common knowledge (generally accepted facts, folklore, common sense observations, basic 
information within your field of study or culture group); your own experiences, observations, insights, thoughts, or 
conclusions about a subject; or your own experimental results. 
 
 
Mrs. Pariser’s Advice for Avoiding The #1 Most Common (and Most Offensive) Rookie Research Mistake: 
The number one mistake that students often make is accidentally committing intellectual theft, or plagiarism. As you 
already know, the words and ideas of books, magazines, journals, websites, etc. are the intellectual properly of their 
authors, and so it is illegal to steal them.  
 
To avoid plagiarizing, you should do two things: 

1. Cite (i.e. give credit to) all sources that you use. Every single notecard should have a citation on it that uses 
MLA style manual conventions to document these sources. 

2. Take down ALL information in your own words. Summarizing, paraphrasing, and listing are good ways to 
write your own versions of the information that you encounter. To summarize information, figure out the main 
idea and state it briefly; to paraphrase, restate important points in some detail. Just read the original material until 
you understand it well, then, without looking back, make your note.  

a. If occasionally you want to use the author’s original words, you must copy them exactly (double check it, 
always!) and put them in quotation marks. 

 
 
How Do I Submit the Research Notecards? 
All research notecards must be submitted on Turnitin.com. See the Research Project Overview handout for details about 
deadlines for each individual set along with expectations for what each set of notecards needs to include.  
 
 
 
 
 

Come see me with any questions, challenges, confusions, or if you’re just feeling stuck… 
I’m here to help! Happy researching! J 


